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Most dissertations or theses are 
expected to have a separate 
chapter entitled "Literature 

Review", although today there is an 
view. For example,Evans 

has 
"I havegoneto some trouble to get 

rid of the idea thata review should 
be included as a separate chapter in your 
thesis. You will be referring to the literature 
where appropriateat nearlyevery point it: 

the initial of current theory, the 

approach to the design of surveys or 
experiments, in the discussion of results,and 
in the of them to develop new 
theory. So why have a chapter called 
'Literature Review'?" The point is that 
traditional practice as we know it is not 
necessarily sacrosanct - it can change. 
However, the purpose of this article is not to 
debate the issue but to suggest how 

review,even if it remains asa single 
chapter, can be made more pertinent and 

thesubstantiveand methodologicaldevelopments in a particulararea of research, 
from which youcan make 
in own study. 

tohelp develop the proposed 

2. is present state t
education? 

he art in reviewing research in 

In academic reviews,such asthescholarly contributions in the Review 
of Educational Research, the mode is being replaced by 

approach. If the waysof reviewing can be placed on a 
continuum,the result would resemble Figure 1: 

Figure 1. stylesof reviewing 

Narrative Numbers Meta-Analysis 

Review Integrative Review 

In most in education, the narrative mode still prevailsdespite the 
fact that there someshortcomingsin the way traditional are done. 
The difference between a review' and an 'integrative review' has 
been explained by et (1985, p. 164): goal of an integrative 
review is to collect of the done on a specific topic, subject each 
study to critical examination, and propose a comprehensive explanation that 

will covet all of the studies... Integrative 
reviews are distinguished summative 
ones, in which is no attempt to do more 
than report what the findingsare in a series of 
studies. reviewscan. be helpfulin 
locating information on specific topics, but 
they do not advance or synthesize findings". 
More 
 be said a little later about a type of 
integrativereviewing called meta-analysis. 

objective than what is often found in 
Adopting a 

I begin with a basic 

1 .  review the 
Because the natureof research is supposedto 
becumulativeandprogressive,withone study 

on there is a need to show 
where your own study stands in relation to 
earlier work on the same topic, in terms of 
the substantive area and methodology. As 
Cook and (1980) have put it: one 
purpose of literature reviews is to establish 
the 'facts'. The 'facts', in this case, are the 

seem to be presentagainand 
again in certain studies. In your 
review of previous research should attempt 
to address fundamental questions: (i) 
What are the major trends in that body of 
research that have helped to shape your 
research topic?, (ii) are the issues that 
are for your topic?, and 
are the of to your study? In 
other words, review to"size 


So,what are shortcomingsof review? 
Firstly,the review tends to beselectiveand subjective.Ineither case, 
the reviewer chooses what is to be reviewed and ignores studies do not fit 
into the argument. The selection of studies can be biased (see Cook 
and 1980). Secondly, the reviews are 
imprecise with no statistical summation of the relationships between selected 
variablesand other variables, especially across It is this subjectivity in 

presentingand research findings that can lead (and has 
led) to different.conclusions. 

4. How can reviewing be made subjective? 
As noted under Question 2, the move is towards the use of meta-analysis in 
scholarly reviews An integrative review, such as meta-analysis, can be very 

for someonewritinga literaturereview for a 
But what ismeta-analysis? et (1985, 176) it as 
part of a review. It is a way of combining a of studies 
according to rules. The goal is to summarize, mathematically, 
what we how about the in a given research area1'. In this type of 
summation, the trendistoaggregate statistically across studiesin order 
to get an average effect size. The move for greater objectivity in 

research findings acrossstudies. 

the search for objectivity, a number of techniqueshave used. In earlier 
days, vote counting was advocated; it is although it has its weaknesses, 
themainone that there is no way of drawing the size of 
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5,  can the research st&a make his rwiew a objective and 

pertinent? 
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meta-malysis, introduce features 
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effects or the relationshipsbetween variables. The techniquetabulatesthe appropriate,use a box as shown 
directionand statistical.significance of results, as shown in Table 1 below. in Table 1 above or of it, for 

which examples can found in many 
Table 1. A summary of with respect to the question: review articles. As shown Figure 2, 

the of aid recall? you can also present graphically a 
distribution of effect sizes. Other 
statistical techniques can be used (see 

et al., but remember 
"statistical precision substitute 
for conceptual clarity" (Light 

10). 

Studies indicating Studies indicating 
Yes NoSignificant Difference 

Jones 1923 192%(3 studies) Peters 1972 

(4 studies) 1956 Thomas 
Berliner 1958 
Berliner 1971 1959 
Berliner 1972 Pauk 

Harris 1968 
Gray 1973 (2 studies) 1970 

Baker 1974 Fisher 1974 
Fairbanks (1977) 1975 

Van 1975 

Source:Table adapted (1978) 

6. In conclusion? 
I withtwocaveats. Firstly, 

to and 
the weaknessesof are 
not inherent. Whentheseare well done, 
they can be useful, too. have also 
suggestedthat"most of of 
meta-analysis can be applied to 

The positively significant studies, the negatively and those with no qualitative [narrative] reviews to 
statistically differences are groupedindifferentcolumns of the table. On improve them7'@. 449). The second 
the basisofthe thereviewer will attempt to generalizations,which caveat takes us back to the statement 
are not easy to when the number of studies in the first two columns seems from Evans 70) that the 
balanced, On this question, the results in Table seem this literature review should as a 

technique, you will not obtain a statistic or index to show the extent to the reference point for the rest of the 
across studies is significant. dissertation. I am the review 

chapter remains of the 
However, other techniques of computinga combined test involving rest of the and is 
values or values of test statistics chi-square,F-test) are now use. These again.Then,why review research 
can be found in books on meta-analysis, the most of which is probably literature? 
Glass et (1981). A statistical indicator more often used 

is effectsize, measureof whichfor typesof studies is d 
defined as the difference group (say, the experimentalgroup vs the 
control group) divided by the within-group standard deviation, depicted in the 

below.[Glass et (1981) prefertouse deviationof 
or averaged studies to provide an 

overall index of effect or be displayed as in Figure2 below. 

10 Figure 2. Display of effect sizes 

Number 
of 

Studies 

-0.20 0.00 0.40 0.80 
Effect Size 

Adapted Light and (1984) 

In I think the student should be clearabout the objectivesof his review and the 
he use to or exclude studies conceptual 

and in studies). Secondly, the isnot expectedto 
do a full-scale some attempt could be made to of 
quantitatively-organized reviews that make for clarity and objectivity. 
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